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摘  要 
 





















































With the development of the technology, a profound revolution is undergoing in 
the field of television broadcasting and digital television is becoming the mainstream 
of modern television system. 
Terrestrial digital multimedia/television broadcasting(DMB-T) system is 
presented by Tsinghua University. Reed-Solomon (RS) code is one of the most 
powerful and widely used coding schemes for FEC. Because the ability to correct 
both burst errors and random errors, especially the burst errors, RS code were used in 
the channel coding scheme in DMB-T. 
In this thesis, on the basis of the encoding-decoding algorithms, their 
implementing paths and their relative technologies developed in these fields, we use 
the Berlekamp-Massey Algorithm to implement our design about the decoding of 
RS(208,188) code. In this thesis, the parameter of RS code is (208,188) which can 
correct no more than 10 errors. Several aspects are included in the thesis: 
1.Analysis and compare with several general RS encoding and decoding 
algorithm.  This thesis discusses several algebraic algorithms for encoding and 
decoding Reed-Solomon codes from the view of engineering. Then their applications 
is investigated particularly. FPGA implementation of Reed-Solomon codes is 
discussed. 
2. Several basis operations in GF including add, multiplication and inverse are 
discussed and then programming the operation in Matlab. A logic operation cell which 
can be implemented easily is used in our architecture by considering the time and area 
factor. the RS encoding algorithm is implemented by using the standard cell which is 
mentioned above. 
3. The architecture design of RS decoding algorithm is our emphasis. The 
algorithm includes several parts: Syndrome Calculator, Key Equation Solver, Chien 
Search and Error Value Evaluator. The design is implemented by using the 
Berlekamp-Massey  Algorithm. 
4. The implementation complexity of these algorithms is investigated. The key of 
decoding operation is presented. Several classical soft-decision algorithms for 
decoding Reed-Solomon codes are investigated.  
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地面数字多媒体电视广播（Terrestrial Digital Multimedia/TV Broadcasting, 
DMB-T ） 方 案 ， 采 用 了 时 域 同 步 正 交 频 分 复 用 （ Time Domain 







 基带频率带宽为 8MHz； 
 移动接收机的时速小于 130Km/h； 






 频率选择性：时延分布（Delay Spread）约为 50μs； 


























表 1-1 列出了 DMB-T和其他 3种数字电视传输系统的异同。 
 
表 1-1  各种地面数字电视传输系统的特点 
 DMB-T ATSC DVB-T ISDB-T 
调制方式 多载波 单载波 多载波 多载波 
纠错编码 格状码 格状码 卷积码 卷积码 




时域均衡 频域均衡 频域均衡 
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